Buddhism is a cult religion like any other religion and was invented for the sake of
exploiting people, to dominate, imprison and exercise power over them. Religions
are the cause of retarding our world by thousands of years in spiritual development
and are to blame for the fact that many people are misled, thereby preventing them
from ever finding the truth of all truth.
Although religions will still flourish on Earth for a very long time, slowly but surely,
more and more people are waking up thereby renouncing the “must believe” and side
with the “wanting to know”. A book for the spiritual advanced and seeker of truth,
refreshing the consciousness of the reader, who is taken on a journey through
Buddhism, while being introduced to the Creational truth. Truth alone will endure;
all the rest will be swept away before the tide of time.

The book contains of the following “reads” :1.
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The true history of Tibet
The Dalai Lama
Reincarnation
Buddha
Vegetarianism/Veganism
The Buddhist teaching of “No Self”, The four Noble Truths and The Noble
Eightfold path (basically explained)
The Psychopath (psychopath explained and what many of the Buddhist
Lamas actually are)
What the Human being seeks
Truth
The truth of all truth and the prophets of Nokodemion
The Creation
The Spirit (Spirit-form)
The Buddhist teaching of No Self, The four Noble Truths and The Noble
Eightfold path refuted
The true meaning of Nirvana
Address to all Lamas
The laws and recommendations of the Creation
Refutation of Buddhist psychology, explanation of consciousness forms,
might of the thoughts and neutral positive thinking
Meditation
About “Billy Meier”
Summary and Conclusion

And there is a whole lot more . . .

REINCARNATION
When observing old and new literary works and textbooks of all kinds, dealing with
religion and philosophy and consequently the teaching of rebirth, that is to say,
reincarnation, then one will find all kinds of words, terms and explanations with
regard to rebirth, which do not all quite correspond to the facts and truth of the matter.
Errors, misunderstandings, misinterpretations and falsifications have led to the
fabrication of a whole lot of confusing teachings, which put all the natural lawful
principles of rebirth into a light of non-reality. The whole thing is then made very
complicated and confusing, which is as well very much the case when observing the
Buddhist teaching on the subject, although in reality the truthful teaching of rebirth is
straightforward and logic.
Buddhists are masters at making things confusing and complicated and love inventing
delusional things that do not exist, which in turn make it even more complicated,
opaque, incomprehensible and illogical.
Funny enough, many people feel attracted to the confusing and the complicated, the
less they understand the more logical it all seems for them, and all the bogus is simply
taken at “faith” value. Somehow, it is all convenient for many people to fare with
false words, terms and meaning comparisons, because now there is still some room
for juggling around with words and terms at will, when the real meaning behind it is
not understood.
In the real and truthful teaching with regard to rebirth, respectively, reincarnation,
every word has a specific and particular meaning, which should be understood
correctly, and utilised. All is explained according to the actual nature of the matter
in a clear way, so no misunderstandings arise. When it is all explained according to
its actual nature, then every word and term reaches a range, which manifests the
effective truth of the matter. This also counts for the words and terms explaining the
teaching of rebirth, so that thereby in the general and the more comprehensive form,
the full factual reality of the Creational law of rebirth and all aspects of cause and
effect with regard to rebirth, as well as the aspects of the cycle of becoming and
passing, can be recognised and understood.
When looking at the Buddhist view and explanation with regard to rebirth, then there
is no connection at all with the effective truth of the matter. It is the most confusing,
banal, illogical and brainless religious lunacy one can ever imagine, and it all very
much contradicts with reality and therefore the truthful truth.
Nevertheless, the Buddhists dare to teach their reincarnation holy cow dung to all the
rest of us, as if it were the truth. They prefer to call it rebirth though, because
according to them, reincarnation refers to the existence of an immortal soul (atman)
and is a belief more used in Hinduism. Buddhists, however, do not believe in the
existence of an immortal soul. In Tibetan Buddhism – which is actually Lamaism, a
cult religion – rebirth is a central belief and is very much connected to the concept of
karma, which in itself is a fundamental part of the Buddhist teachings, and they rub it
in your face whenever they can . . .

Refutation of karma
In the process of becoming and passing of human beings, respectively, in becoming
and passing of the personality, it is safeguarded that all and everything of the human
beings’ life, every thought, every feeling, every word, every idea, every movement
and all nuances of the voice and whatever, are stored in the storage banks.
This is done in multiple form, namely in the planetary storage banks and in the cosmic
storage banks, finally, however, all is as well stored in the storage banks at the level of
the overall consciousness-block.
As a result of this, it is guaranteed, that all and everything of all the lives of all human
beings and every single personality, is forever and at all times recorded and stored,
whereby never, ever, an iota of a personality is lost. Exactly this, as a matter of fact,
ensures that for the time being in an unconscious manner and later by a higher
consciousness related development, in a conscious manner, the stored data of the
storage banks can be retrieved via impulses, when the corresponding frequency of the
storage banks is being generated by the present personality, respectively, the human
being, and thereby is capable of making contact with the storage banks . . .
This path of development for the human being, is a path in wisdom of the Creation
and it is therefore of a by the Creation created and chosen law, that the human being,
respectively, every new personality is free from his/her previous personalityexistences and therefore unaware of what the thoughts, feelings, actions, vices, habits,
emotions, peculiarities, abilities and capabilities, etc., in a negative or positive form
were, from any previous life.
Now why is that so? This is to ensure that the present personality does not lead a
similar life, which is related or in accordance with the lives of former personalities,
because if that were the case, it could never be an evolutionary life, because no new
strengths, energies, vitalities, hopes, wishes, desires, ideas, capabilities, behaviours
and a thousand other things would be present, to secure advancement, progress and
therefore evolution.
If there existed a knowingly connection with the previous life and thereby also the
rebirth of the personality, then with every rebirth of a personality, the old lifestyle,
respectively, way of living of the old personality, with all of the same positive and
negative factors would continue. It would then all continue as the same old song,
without any new strengths and energies that would lead to the development of any
new abilities and capabilities, due to not being free of all the old existences.
This would all hinder advancement and a progressive life, and that evolution could
come about through a striving for the higher. Only therefore thus, it is ensured, that
after death, every personality is dissolved, and . . . NOT transferred to the new
personality . . .
Today’s Buddhism emerged from the original teaching of Siddhartha Gautama, which
he spread as the “Dharma”; however, it must be very clear that Buddha’s original
teaching was of a very different nature than is presented by the Buddhism that we
know today . . .

What the human being seeks . . .
The human being seeks; yet, for what does he/she seek?
He/she seeks for the truth, for a true life and for the meaning of life. However,
he/she does this with an impetuous urge as well as in carelessness and is always eager,
in all and everything that he/she comes across, to indulge in a belief, be it political,
religious, sectarian, philosophical or otherwise ideological. By doing so, the human
being is not concerned with the reality, not with the truth and not with the true love,
humanness and all that which is associated with living a true life.
The seeking of the human being is done by blasting throughout the world, although
the human being does not know what he/she actually seeks as the true life and as the
meaning of life and cannot imagine anything by this.
And it is precisely this which leads to countless false prophets, gurus, masters,
“enlightened ones”, “noble sublime ones”, as well as authors, offerors of seminars,
etc., appearing to the scene, so that they can have a walk in the park with their
horrendous nonsense, their false teachings and falsehoods, with which they bind their
believers, so that they can exploit them financially, abuse them and make them
dependent.
More and more, storm floods of books with erring content of the religious, sectarian,
esoteric, philosophical or the political kind, are poured over the for true life and
meaning of life seeking human being, who eagerly latches on to these nonsensical
books, gladly being led astray. The only thing of importance to the human beings is,
that they can cling on to some erroneous teaching, and have faith in it, without
questioning the whole thing and without exercising any rationality and intellect.
Even academics believe in the absurdities of all these false teachings, these fools often
dig to the level of the exhaustion of their consciousness, or even to the point of a
psychological breakdown while delving through all the many old writings, for the
sake of doing some “research” and to brainstorm on the whole thing, until they go
halfway crazy.
False prophets of all kinds happily fill up the tub with anxiety by the way they preach
the end of the world, warn us of God’s wrath, and promise paradise to all the
believers.
All around the world the flames of warnings and promises are ignited. Like a
fever-prone plague, false prophets, esoteric ones, sectarians, “enlightened ones”,
gurus, “sublime ones”, sages as well as so called contactees of extraterrestrials,
channelers, clairvoyants and other psychic mediums, etc., spread their divine
messages.
As a matter of fact, in this way the psyche of the human being is turned inside out and
becomes horribly stressed, to such an extent that nothing lively or rejuvenating is left
over . . .

Now how did the Creation come into existence, and how did everything that
which the Creation created come into existence?
Creation as Creation Universal Consciousness is the Creation of all existence,
respectively, all that which has emerged from it as created creations, respectively,
creations and all existent, namely both in the purely spirit-energetical as well as in the
fine-fluidal and coarse matter realm.
Everything that exists Universe-wide has emerged from it, because nothing can arise
out of itself, which also refers to the Creation Universal Consciousness as such, which
has emerged from an idea of the Ur-Creation, but after its creation itself has created
an idea, from which it created the Universe and everything existent in it.
Nothing is able to move without a driving force, also not the Creation Universal
Consciousness, which exists as a force of an idea of the Ur-Creation, while the
through the idea of the Creation created human being and all existent throughout the
Universe lives through the spirit-energetical power of the Creation.
Also the Creation has a beginning which is grounded in the idea of an Ur-Creation,
which has developed itself from a simple Creation, whereby though the Ur-beginning
of all existence of all Creations leads back to the BEING-Absolutum, which is the
beginning of all forms of Creations.
The BEING-Absolutum has emerged from an energetic impulse of absolute
nothing-space, which as an absolute being-less in pure spirit-energy is of an endless
duration. Out of that, an energetic impulse was formed, from which the
all-Ur-first-idea and thereby the first spirit-energetical intelligence emerged, which
during a three time-anon developed into the BEING-Absolutum.
Having become existent as BEING-Absolutum, it created six other Absolutum forms,
namely the Zohar Absolutum, Super Absolutum, Creations Absolutum, Central
Absolutum, Ur-Absolutum and Absolute-Absolutum.
Out of the latter, the
Absolute-Absolutum, the first Creation Universal Consciousness emerged.
This developed, respectively, evolved itself and through an idea created the Universe
with everything existing in it. Thereby it worked itself upwards to the Ur-Creation,
and as such it created its own idea, out of which again a Creation Universal
Consciousness emerged, while the Ur-Creation developed into the Central-Creation
and ever further into higher forms up until 1049 Creation form, which as the last
Creations-form-stage merges with the Absolute Absolutum.
The visible Universe which the human beings of Earth occupy themselves with is
only a little spot in this wonderful, endless, spiritual intelligence of Creation.
Universes like this are present in the countless billions in the infinite spiritual
intelligence of creation.
What is visible for the human physical eyes only signifies a small iota in this infinity.
That which is not visible for the human eyes is immeasurable, unfathomable,
unthinkable, confusing and unimaginable, for his/her un-spiritual human intelligence
and mental capacity . . .

The spirit, what is to be understood by the term, from where it originates and
what it means in its literal sense.
Well, first of all, the term “spirit”, respectively, its Ur-term “Ghiest” should be
explained, which actually leads back to Nokodemion and is to be found in the storage
banks, whereby in these as well the meaning “awakening” can be found.
When we now for example talk about Creational spirit-energy, then this means
“Creational awaking-energy”. Out of this is to be understood, that the Creation,
respectively, Creations-spirit, is a factor of awakening, respectively, creating, namely
through the power, swinging-waves and impulses of its own energy.
Only in this sense should the term spirit be understood. An addition in the storage
banks explains, that the term since time immemorial, was handed down consistently
into the old “Germanic” language, from which eventually the German language
resulted. When the linguistic “Germanic” family was pushed into the background,
the original term “Ghiest” underwent various changes, whereby eventually the term
“Geist” = “spirit” was formed.
During the whole process of change, the sense of the term got lost as well, and was
explained as to “tremble”/ to “shiver”, to “frighten”, to “agitate”, etc., to then
eventually become interwoven in modern times with religious and sectarian ideas of a
God-spirit, which also made its entrance in the Greek language as “pneuma” and in
the Latin word “spiritus” etc.
The spirit, e.g., as well became linked with a soul including otherworldly expectations,
and up to the present day in many cases includes spiritual assumptions with regard to
a not to a corporeal body bound, though, on it effecting pure or absolute,
transpersonal or even transcendent spirituality, which is created by a God or similar to
God, or is essentially alike, if not identical with him.
In the Christian world of imagination, however, a “holy spirit” is even understood to
be a person, symbolically characterised as a dove or an “eye of God”. The term
spirit in general has otherwise also found its entry in the common parlance of the
human beings of Earth, whereby with this, very strange and misleading meanings
appear . . .

